The prize-winning paper will be highlighted on PE Publishing's web site and made available, free of charge, for a period of at least a month following the award.
The new Professional Engineering Prize will supplement and not replace the Institution of M echanical Engineers Prizes for which the Editorial Board is invited annually to make recommendations. In recent years there have been two such prizes and the Editorial Board will now have responsibility for making three recommendations for Prize Awards for Papers published in the Journal.
In recent years the Journal of M echanical Engineering Science has expanded from six to twelve Issues each year. The merits of a monthly publication with a good turn-round of accepted papers from submission to publication are much appreciated. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all fellow members of the Editorial Board for their work and dedication and the staff of Professional Engineering Publishing for their support and professionalism. I would also like to thank our readers and, of course, all our contributors, for their expanding interest in the Journal.
With good wishes to all for 2003.
Duncan Dowson Editor

SPECIAL ISSUE ON RAPID MANUFACTURIN G
R apid manufacturing (R M ) is the production of components or tools by means of rapid prototyping (R P) technology. R M can be direct or indirect. D irect R M involves creating enduse functional parts directly on an R P machine. Indirect R M is where R P is adopted rst to generate tooling that is subsequently employed to replicate parts in the required production quantities. This Special Issue addresses both kinds of R M . 
